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420a Tuesday, February 28, 2012fixed, the resulting intensity pattern is highly anisotropic and depends radically
on the dipole orientation. We recently showed that the optimal analysis to ex-
tract simultaneous orientations and positions from focused images of fixed flu-
orophores uses the theoretical point spread function in conjunction with
maximum likelihood estimation. Here we show that this approach is mature
as a structural tool: It is able to determine real, physical distances and orienta-
tions of intra- and inter-molecular domains. For proof of principle, we use
dsDNA strands with two differently colored probes doubly attached to the
double-helix backbone. Relative orientations and distances between probes
are controlled by the number of base pairs separating them. We demonstrate
that estimates of orientation and distance are accurate and precise: they scatter
tightly around their true values known from structural information with a stan-
dard deviation that achieves the ultimate precision possible according to
Fisher’s information limit.
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Many types of cancer and neurodegenerative disease are caused by abnormal-
ities and variations in the genome. Genetic variations may vary from a single
DNA nucleotide mutation to total loss of chromosomes. We have designed
a high resolution imaging technique for determining structural variations of
genes related to genetic diseases. Our technique relies on successfully stretch-
ing and linearizing single DNA molecules close to their contour length and
mapping them using high resolution imaging techniques. Single-Molecule
High REsolution Colocalization (SHREC) and Single-molecule High-Resolu-
tion Imaging with photobleaching (SHRImP) methods have been used to mea-
sure distances between two fluorophores that are closer than the Rayleigh limit
control [Gordon, PNAS,2004; Churchman, PNAS, 2005]. Combining the two
techniques and applying them to DNA, we have successfully measured the dis-
tance between fluorophores separated by 10-100 nm.We have also successfully
shown 7 restrictions sites of Nb.BbvC I endonuclease enzyme on lambda DNA.
We also report an improvement in optical DNA mapping by labeling two
unique sequence motifs (GCTGGG, GGAACTT) with two different single
color fluorophores. We generate a detailed map with 100 bp resolution on
BAC DNA which allows us to identify genomic variations less than sub-
kilobase level.
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Fluorescence thermometry has successfully measured the temperature increase
in living cells that is not only induced by external heating, but also by intracel-
lular thermogenesis due to chemical reactions. On the other hand, living cells
respond to temperature changes in the form of varying intracellular Ca2þ con-
centrations, pH adjustment, and so on. The chemical reactions in living cells
cause the local and temporary temperature changes, which have a potential
to modulate the activity of biological systems in the surrounding cells in addi-
tion to themselves. The viewpoint of ‘‘Thermo-Chemical Signaling’’ should be
essential for understanding how the living cells efficiently use the local temper-
ature changes around and inside them. The dynamics of the intracellular envi-
ronment involved in the biological activity, however, disrupts a reliable
temperature measurement. The conventional fluorescent thermometers are
also sensitive to other environmental parameters such as pH and/or ionic
strength, therefore the accurate temperature measurements are complicated.
Here, we newly designed fluorescent nanoparticles, termed ‘‘nanothermome-
ters’’, which were insensitive to pH and ionic strength. The fluorescence inten-
sity of each nanothermometer changes and reaches a steady level at least within
17 msec. The nanothermometers were spontaneously uptaken into living HeLa
cells via endocytosis, enclosed in acidic organelle, i.e., endosome/lysosome,
and then transported along microtubules. Moreover, the majority of the trans-ported nanothermometers were accelerated responding to microscopic heat
pulse with IR laser. In this study, we demonstrate that the nanothermometers
can measure the position of moving acidic organelle, endosome/lysosome,
and its temperature change as ‘‘walking nanothermometers’’. The methods to
simultaneously measure both microscopic temperature and molecular activities
within living cells should shed light on the unrevealed cellular processes related
to the temperature-sensitive organelle transport.
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Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) yields measurement parameters
(number of molecules, diffusion time, etc.) that characterize the concentration
and kinetics of fluorescent molecules within a supposedly known observation
volume, closely related to the size of the confocal Point Spread Function
(PSF). However the measurement parameters scale with the observation vol-
ume, which makes it difficult to compare measurements obtained with different
samples (solutions, cells, tissues, etc.) and in different environments (tempera-
ture, substrates). Preliminary calibrations of the observation volume are usually
performed with fluorophore solutions, with well known diffusion constant and
concentration. However, since optical aberrations depend upon optical align-
ments, refractive index of the solvent, observation depth, etc., these calibrations
are unusable if not performed under the exact same conditions of the experi-
ment of interest. Optical aberrations can induce small deformations of the con-
focal PSF, to which FCS measurements are much more sensitive than
conventional confocal imaging. We quantify the influence of optical aberra-
tions on single photon FCS and demonstrate a simple Adaptive Optics (AO)
system for aberration corrections. Optical aberrations are gradually introduced
by focussing the excitation laser beam at increasing depths in fluorescent solu-
tions with various refractive index mismatches, which lead to a drastic depth-
dependent bias in the estimated FCS parameters. Aberration corrections with
a Deformable Mirror (DM) stabilizes these parameters within a range of several
tens of mm above the cover slide - solution interface. In the near future, such an
AO system should improve significantly the robustness of FCS measurements
in environments of various optical properties (crowded solutions, cellular me-
dia, tissues, etc.).
Platform: DNA, RNA Structure & Conformation
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B-DNA becomes unstable under superhelical stress and is able to adopt a wide
range of alternative conformations including strand-separated DNA and Z-
DNA. Localized sequence-dependent structural transitions are important for
the regulation of biological processes such as DNA replication and transcrip-
tion. To directly probe the effect of sequence on structural transitions driven
by torque, we have measured the torsional response of a panel of DNA se-
quences, using single molecule assays that employ nanosphere rotational
probes to achieve high torque resolution. We have used AT-rich sequences
to study strand separation, and d(pGpC)n sequences to study Z-DNA formation.
For both types of sequences, we have observed responses that match our pre-
dictions based on a theoretical treatment of cooperative transitions in helical
polymers. In the fixed twist ensemble, theory predicts that domain wall penal-
ties should lead to significant torque overshoots, which are confirmed by our
measurements. We have rigorously challenged our models by experimentally
varying the boundary conditions, using atomic spacers introduced at the edges
of sequences of interest. Our mechanical measurements include direct charac-
terization of the torsional rigidities and helicities of non-canonical conforma-
tions, and establish a framework for quantitative predictions of the complex
torsional response of arbitrary sequences in their biological context.
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DNA, the carrier of genetic information, is a long, charged polymer. In our
cells, a whole machinery of proteins takes care of its packaging, repair, reading
and copying. These processes often involve mechanical deformation of the
